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For every pronouncement on why battles and wars were won or lost, or how they may be fought 

and won in the future, it is the privilege of the skeptic to ask, "How do we know?" For every 

comparison between, say, Jomini and Mahan, or Clausewitz and Sun Tzu, that results in 

selection of one approach over another, the skeptic may rightfully ask, "Why?" This is not 

playing Devil’s Advocate, but an attempt to establish knowledge qua knowledge as it relates to 

war and warfare; i.e., to understand what we know versus what we think we know. 

What understanding we have of military affairs is the legacy of many great minds, many great 

warriors. They offer us histories and analyses of wars and battles too numerous to count. The 

history of war is rife with examples of leaders who did not learn from it, and leaders who defied 

it, but in this age that history has grown so long that few of us have read more than a speck of it. 

Our knowledge of war is fragmented.  

Because of the exponential growth of general as well as martial knowledge, our studies are 

precisely focused. We develop specialists in the art of war--tacticians and logisticians, operators 

and support personnel--and our approach in toto becomes a combination of separate specialties. 

Our specialties, though necessary, separate us one from another. What we lack is common 

ground, a common thread between specialties, a theory compatible with our different fields.  

THE POSSIBILITY OF A UNIFIED THEORY 

A unified theory, by definition, takes elements of existing theories and ties them together to 

produce a complete picture. The epitome is the unified theory of physics that will tie together 

gravitation and electromagnetism and explain the formation and behavior of everything from 

quarks to quasars. Is a unified theory of war possible?  

War, we recognize, is not physics--but as physicists collect observations about the mechanics of 

the world, so too we collect observations about the mechanics of war. And while war, being the 

clash of human-led forces, does not lend itself to mathematical certainty or even precision in the 

same way science does, it would be remarkable if the range of military theory, experience, and 

wisdom could be distilled into a single package. 

So a unified theory of war may be possible, even if implausible. Combining existing theories into 

new entities may improve our ability to plan and execute, as well as predict the outcome of, 

campaigns and battles. And even if we do not reach that single overarching theory, the mental 

exercise may still benefit those of us whose natural aptitude for war will never measure up to 

history’s great commanders. This exercise, even if it ultimately fails, may give us at least a 

glimmer of that quality known as coup d’oeil.  



This "stroke of the eye," the ability of a commander to see through the trivial to the critical 

elements of a battle, was intimated by Japanese warrior Miyamoto Musashi when he wrote, "The 

principle of strategy is having one thing, to know ten thousand things."1 Though Musashi did not 

know the term coup d’oeil, Carl von Clausewitz did, and appreciated the advantage it conferred 

on the warrior. He wrote: "If the mind is to emerge unscathed from this relentless struggle with 

the unforeseen, two qualities are indispensable: first, an intellect that, even in the darkest hour, 

retains some glimmerings of the inner light which leads to truth; and second, the courage to 

follow this faint light wherever it may lead. The first of these qualities is described by the French 

term, coup d’oeil; the second is determination."2  

Jomini, in a rare instance of agreement with Clausewitz, also noted the importance of coup 

d’oeil. "In this important crisis of battles, theory becomes an uncertain guide; for it is then 

unequal to the emergency, and can never compare in value with a natural talent for war, nor be a 

sufficient substitute for that intuitive coup d’oeil imparted by experience in battles to a general of 

tried bravery and coolness."3 

This ability to cut through the mass of incoming impulses is necessary to more than warfare: it is 

necessary to thought. What military thinkers know as coup d’oeil was discussed in more general 

terms by US philosopher C.I. Lewis: "Confronting any given experience, the first act of 

intelligent cognition is to discard all but a few items of what is presented as excess mental 

baggage irrelevant from the point of view of our predictive purpose."4  

Coup d’oeil, then, is a necessary element to translating theory into reality. We plan and train 

based on the known, but war is full of unknowns that make themselves evident at the most 

inopportune times. A firm grasp on theory allows us to evaluate and act on the infinite inputs war 

presents us. 

It may be argued that this exercise in theorizing is impractical or too intellectual. Perhaps so. Our 

intent remains otherwise, however, since "the ruling interest in knowledge is the practical interest 

of action."5 We study and theorize in order to act, and in order that our actions will be effective. 

THE NECESSITY OF THEORY TO KNOWLEDGE 

Thorough understanding of how knowledge and theory relate to one another, as well as to war, is 

important to the search for an over-arching theory of war. A good first step toward that 

understanding is to describe what we mean by "theory." Once we have a common understanding, 

we can go on to consider whether a common thread may be drawn between popular martial 

theories. 

Theory is our attempt to explain the causation of past events and predict the probable outcome of 

future events. This epistemology is presented in C.I. Lewis’s Mind and the World Order, in 

which Lewis writes, "... it is impossible to escape the fact that knowledge has, in some fashion 

and to some degree, the significance of prediction."6 By applying theory to warfare, we explain 

the results of past conflicts in ways that, hopefully, predict the outcomes of those yet to be 

fought.  



Theory is not only useful for explaining the past and predicting the future: it is necessary to it. 

Only by applying a theory can we make the past more than a collection of facts, can we answer 

"Why did this happen?" instead of "What happened?" Indeed, development of theories (or 

concepts, to use Lewis’ preferred term) is necessary to having any knowledge at all:  

In experience, mind is confronted with the chaos of the given. In the interest of 

adaptation and control, it seeks to discover within or impose upon this chaos some 

kind of stable order, through which distinguishable items may become the signs 

of future possibilities. Those patterns of distinction and relationship which we 

thus seek to establish are our concepts. These must be determined in advance of 

the particular experience to which they apply in order that what is given may have 

meaning. Until the criteria of our interpretation have been fixed, no experience 

could be the sign of anything or even answer any question. Concepts thus 

represent what mind brings to experience.7  

"The given" are the facts with which we come in contact: they are either historical facts, or facts 

about our current situation. Without interpretation--conceptualization or theorizing--facts have 

no predictive power.  

The fact, taken alone, that Iraq had in 1990 the world’s fourth largest army gave no insight into 

the eventual overwhelming victory of the coalition forces. The fact--again, taken alone--that you 

are reading this article gives neither of us any insight into what you will do when you are 

finished. Only by interpretation can we satisfactorily take facts into account; only application of 

theory allows us to predict the future with any probability. "The theory of knowledge teaches us 

that a statement, if it conveys knowledge, predicts future outcome, with risk of being wrong, and 

that it fits without failure observations of the past."8 

If we came to each new experience with no supporting theory, we would be unable to make 

sense of the new experience; it would be as if we had no memory. While Clausewitz warns that 

"as soon as preparations for a war begin, the world of reality takes over from the world of 

abstract thought,"9 we still need theory in order to interpret the world of reality. The explanatory 

theory gives us insight into the past, and that insight aids our understanding of the present and 

gives us a basis upon which to predict the future: "... there is no knowledge of external reality 

without the anticipation of future experience. Even that knowledge implied by naming, or the 

apprehension of anything presented, is implicitly predictive, because what the concept denotes 

has always some temporal spread and must be identified by some orderly sequence in 

experience."10 The explanatory theory thus lays the conceptual groundwork for the predictive 

theory.  

Though important, the explanatory theory does not generate new knowledge; it only arranges 

existing knowledge. The predictive theory is necessary to generating new knowledge, to "[shed] 

light on problems and thus ... provide guidance for those who have the responsibility for solving 

them."11 We bring to each new experience a theory of how we expect it to turn out, without 

which we would almost certainly be powerless to act, and would instead be acted upon.12  



We develop our initial theories in rudimentary form, then refine them by comparison with actual 

experience either direct or vicarious. And as facts alone have no predictive power, so examples 

of experience by themselves do not comprise a theory; experiences, like facts, must be 

interpreted.13 Examples of battles won or lost are useless without theories to explain the causes, 

and every battle plan or Air Tasking Order, though directive in nature, is implicitly a predictive 

theory of how events are likely to develop. 

THEORY AND EXPERIENCE 

When we test our theories against the evidence of experience, we sometimes find the need to 

change them. If the theory fails outright, it must be discarded in favor of a new theory. Examples 

of this process abound in the history of science, e.g., the abandonment of Ptolemaic cosmology 

in favor of Copernican. Again Lewis uses the word "concept" when he states, "When particular 

concepts fail, we merely abandon them--through analysis or organization or abstraction, and so 

on--in favor of corrected ones, which take cognizance of, and include the ground of, our previous 

failure."14  

Sometimes our theories are incomplete, rather than fatally flawed, and fail only in a few cases. 

These theories can be refined rather than abandoned, as Albert Einstein refined and expanded his 

original Special Theory into his General Theory of Relativity. This comparison of theory to 

experience, with evaluation and possible alteration of the theory, is a continuous process, 

because "what experience establishes, it may destroy; its evidence is never complete."15 

Critics may argue that the scientific method and this emphasis on generating knowledge through 

theory is not applicable to human enterprises, let alone to the chaos of war. The source of 

contention may be discomfort with a new way of describing the way we think about the world. 

Every action we take is based on some prediction we have made about the outcomes of that 

action; here we call that process theorizing. Note, though, that prediction does not mean absolute 

foreknowledge: the play of probabilities means knowledge may be erroneous and predictions 

incorrect. 

Jomini, though he did not have this epistemology, argued against one of its basic tenets. He 

wrote, "... a single exception cannot disprove a rule based upon the experience of ages and upon 

natural principles."16 Theory of knowledge teaches otherwise. Jomini failed to consider that 

exceptions require explanation, and explanations are innately modifications to the theory itself. 

In another passage Jomini asked, "When the application of a rule and the consequent maneuver 

have procured victory a hundred times for skillful generals, and always have in their favor the 

great probability of leading to success, shall their occasional failure be a sufficient reason for 

entirely denying their value ...? Shall a theory be pronounced absurd because it has only three-

fourths of the whole number of chances of success in its favor?"17 Explaining "occasional 

failures" by modifying a theory is not equivalent to "entirely denying" the value of the theory; 

indeed, it would seem to enhance its value. And perhaps pronouncing a theory "absurd" is not in 

order when its failures reduce its probability of success, but neither is codifying and adhering to 

it as if it guaranteed success; when applying his maxims, some of Jomini’s successors apparently 

missed his reference to the probability, rather than the certainty, of success. 



PERIL AND PROMISE 

Knowledge of any subject grows as we attempt new theoretical formulations and test them 

against recorded and current experience. To develop a single unified theory of warfare, we are 

required to attempt combinations of existing theories. We must, however, accept the possible 

outcomes of the attempt: we may fail miserably, we may succeed brilliantly, or, most likely, we 

may succeed only in part. As admitted above, the overall effort may ultimately be futile. 

Attempts to combine vastly disparate theories--Clausewitz with Jomini, perhaps--would probably 

meet with the same dismal results as attempts to combine the philosophies of Aristotle and 

Plato.18  

But the effort itself has value, if for no other reason than it forces us to think about familiar 

subjects in new and different ways. Understanding the nature of theory was the first step, it is 

now time for the next: illustrating the process of combining theories with two simple and 

ubiquitous examples--the levels and media of war. 

COMBINING THEORIES: LEVELS AND MEDIA OF WAR 

When we divide the field and flow of battle into different levels--tactical, operational, strategic--

we are applying concepts to aid our understanding of how battles are to be fought.19 The 

demarcations between the levels are neither smooth nor continuous, because they are artificial 

constructs rather than absolutes. The definitions and descriptions of the levels have changed over 

time; like most theories, this one has evolved to fit improved understanding of the reality it 

describes. 

While the levels of war are somewhat ethereal, the media of war are more absolute. Land, water, 

and air all lend to battle their own unique characteristics due to their unique natures. Our strict 

adherence to doctrines applied to each medium, however, is less absolute, especially under 

AirLand Battle doctrine. Still, the Marines are the only service that has attempted to develop a 

warfighting pattern that addresses each traditional medium.20 The new frontier of the fourth 

medium--the vacuum of space--poses interesting challenges as we come to grips with its promise 

and its peril.21  

To the eye considering the broad applicability of theory, in search of a single theoretical 

construct that spans other theories, it seems curious that the levels and media of war have always 

been treated separately. We have yet to combine them into any coherent framework to 

understand their interactions (Figure 1). 



 

At the tactical level, the four media remain separate: land forces primarily contend with enemy 

land forces, air forces primarily fly and fight against other air forces, et cetera (space being the 

current exception).22 Joint or cooperative missions, however--those that support other services, 

e.g., air attacks on advancing troops, naval missiles directed at ground targets, special forces 

troops taking out airfields, space-based sensors detecting tactical missile launches--may be 

considered to entail the higher levels of operations and strategy (Figure 2). Combined operations 

on a theater-wide scale certainly require that the media be considered together.  



 

Considering this generates a new way of thinking about strategic issues. Looking at strategy as it 

relates to the media of war is different from traditional outlooks, such as "the use of engagements 

for the object of war"23 or operations against the enemy’s ability to prosecute the war.24 

Synthesis of the levels and media of war results in the strategic level being reserved for 

combined operations necessary to prosecute a comprehensive campaign (on the order of the 

Allied campaign against Nazi Germany, or, to a lesser extent, Operation Desert Storm), as well 

as the plans and programs to support our complete national defense effort. This removes one by-

product of the nuclear age: the linking of strategy to particular enemies or targets.25  

The operational level, in this construct, is reserved for intra-theater rather than campaign 

activities.26 Applying this interpretation strictly, and focusing on how the media of war interact, 

nuclear weapons then fall into the category of operational, rather than strategic, systems. This 

conception is not new, though it is not widely explored: "The general concept of the operational 

level of war does not exclude nuclear weapons, but neither does it explicitly incorporate them."27  

EVALUATION AND CONTINUED EVOLUTION 

Even the casual reader will notice that the combination in Figure 2 does not include the sub-

levels of low-intensity conflict or terrorism, nor does it specifically address the latest fads, 

information warfare and "military operations other than war" (MOOTW). Insurgencies, 

revolutions, and terrorism primarily operate within the bounds of nations and the medium of 



land; e.g., terrorist attacks on surface vessels or aircraft, while well publicized, are nowhere near 

as frequent as those against ground targets, and most insurgents’ capability against naval or air 

forces is usually confined to sporadic missile attacks rather than fully fielded forces.28 MOOTW, 

on the other hand, may include many of the traditional intra- and inter-media mission areas. The 

big exception is information warfare, which is not strictly confined to any medium and which 

may affect different levels. This is not, then, the unified theory we seek--indeed, topics like these 

may indicate that the unified theory is forever out of reach because of new developments.  

Nevertheless, this concept may have its uses. First, it illustrates linkages between forces that may 

be good places to apply doctrinal analysis and development; e.g., operational use of ballistic 

missiles. Second, by showing how combinations of forces become more pronounced as we 

progress upward from the tactical level, it gives new meaning to the idea of a "bottom-up 

review" and the development of the nation’s grand strategy. That raises a disturbing implication, 

one that cannot be explored here because of lack of space: it calls into question our separation of 

military services, and questions the wisdom of interservice rivalries.29  

Finally, this combination is more complex than treating the levels and media separately, and we 

often prefer simplicity, even when it does not fully explain. For the purpose of building a unified 

theory, this raises another question: whether we can combine more numerous or complex 

theories to produce anything other than a confused jumble of conflicting ideas. This challenge is 

the aim of further study and synthesis. 

CONCLUSION: THEORY, LIFE, AND WAR 

Even if these first steps toward unifying the various theories of war have been halting, they may 

not have been without merit. We encounter and use theory in every facet of our lives, but often 

discard the theoretical in favor of the practical without recognizing the utility and necessity of 

building and testing new concepts. So natural is theorizing to our knowledge of the world that we 

rarely recognize it; even so, theorizing drives all our knowledge.  

Thus, the framework theory provides is indispensable to understanding the reality of war. "The 

difference between the theory and the reality of war, just as the difference between the theory 

and the reality of anything, is like that between a skeleton and the living man with all his flesh 

and blood. Compared with a man, the skeleton appears strange; but we could not understand how 

his limbs cohere and function if we did not penetrate his skin to the skeleton and its joints."30 

With further analysis and synthesis, we may build a more integrated theoretical framework that 

gives us a more complete understanding. 

___________ 
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